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[00:00:42] Susan Brown- Che angapyhy. Ayv’a aimere apec.

[00:00:45] Maryn McKenna – Ñañepyru katu. Iporâ ha ideprovechata jaikuua ra ê mba’êpa GAVI ha mba’êpa ojapo mba’asy vai pandemia oñepyru mboyye.


Maryn McKenna – Néi jajevymina, ņepyrrū ČOVAX ha’e pete'i téra ku‘i, ajepa. Iporâv‘erā ja’e mba’epa he’ise. Upēi ČOVAX nda ha’ei GAVI añonte, ikatu emombe’u mba’ēchopa ojejapo upe aty.

Susan Brown – Ikatu, upeva’erā amombe’uta maerā ojejapo. Yrnave rohecha ouvove mba’asy pyahu, oikóvove upe mba’asy vaigui pandemia, oñeikotevē vakūña, ha, katueteti umi tetā oí poravēva oñeha’a ojapo haguā vakūña, upēiche avei ha´ekuéra oñangareko umi hetăguarente.

Susan Brown – Upe‘a he’ise oguerekoha hetave vakūña ńongatupyre hetânguerapeguarâ yrō umi iktúva oheypo mē`a ha ohepy me’ē heta porā. Pea ore monghyjye, añete che momandu’ara, ojapoma pete’i ary ko’aga areko hague ńomongeta mbarete che irū ndive, pete’i ary ojapo ore mondoparō guare ore rōgape, upérō màvaiiko oimo’āta jaimeha gueteri ko ʿāpe, che mandu’ara he’irō: “na ńañahe’āiro umi tetā hekopy tenondevēva oñeha’āta hese ha umi tetā oiko’iva hembyta, Upēicharō jaguererôrō jepe viru ndaikatumoāi jajogua”.

Susan Brown – Péicha roñehe’ā rojapo pete’i tape omojójâva ńe’ē me’ē rupi vakūña oguhētâha umi tetā imboryahūvape. Romba’apo hendivekuéra OMS ha CEPI ndive, he’isëva Coalición para la Preparación para Epidemias. Opavave roguere pete’i kuaapy poravopyre upe aty romba’apo hápe. CEPI omba’apo umi ojetypekāva, ombojerâva vakūña ha ijpohâra ndive. Ipyahu gueteri vakūña apope, añete oñępynū omba’apo pakōi vakūnare oñehe’ā oipytvō ojejapo pya’ē haguā umi tanteo, ohasava’erā fase I, fase II, fase III upēiche ipahepve.


Susan Brown – Upeicharō ņemybatyrō 20 % ā tetâguhajupytyma heta sua, naiwo’aro 2 dosis upēicharō hetaiteve vakūña oñeikotevē ēta aîmete 2 sua, ha peichaiete ojejogu haguâ oñeikotevē hetaiterieve viru 6 su sua dolare s. Ha ape rojejopy roho ha roju umi oñe’ētâva pirapire rendâpe, avei umi tekuâi kuéra rend âpe, “roguerēkoma vakūña COVID pe’ēme guarâ, peipotapâ, mbo’y umi nde tavayguaukē ra oñevakunata. Ikatu roguâhē 20 % pe, katu pendie rehe oí peipotaro hetave”.


Susan Brown – Mba’ee jegueroviajya ko aty. Ko’āga heta ore ayptēpe rojeikuâa romba’apo rupi oñondive 16 aravo āra ha āra, aravo ñâmbue rupi arapyrē. Romba’apo kuaaha’âhâra, tekuâi oikotevēva vakūña, tekoaty, pohâ apoha, pohâ
Susan Brown – Néi, eikunampa ha’te pe Conjunto Mandelbrot yró ojogua umi fractales re, rema eró hese umi pehé orekóva iñambue ha ijetu’u, rema’ e je’y hese rehecha heta ha ojehe’a. Péicha avei pe apytú’ü roky, umi ta’anga pehè, mba’éicha romba’apóta oñondive, mba’e oñiekotevé ojejapo haguá pe kontrato, pirapire jeheka, ñembyengovia, moó pevépa opyta ore aká ári, vakúna ndojehempyme’ëva, mba’ éicha oñemba’ apo umi tetá ipirapire sa’îvévape.

Susan Brown – Techapyrá amombe’uta ndève. Roiktovè pete’i kuatia ojehai hápe pe ne’e meè, pete’i kuatia ne’e omboguaphápe héra kuéra umi ome’ëva viru, ha ak kuatia rogueraha vakúna apo hápe. Mekanismo COVAX oreko mokói pehé: pete’i oihame umi tetá ANC gua, pe’i he’ise umi tetá iviru sa’iva ha umi ndo rekóvia, ha’ekúera ndo hepy me’ëvi vakúna, oí ruí ome’ëva viru ojegogua haguá chupekuéra. Katu rojopota rupí oiko ñepytvov aparypè, roheja umi tetánguera oguerekvóva viru ha umi oguerekvóva ojoguá haguá, oñeha’á ha ohupyt Mekanismo COVAX rupí. Upe’a ombopy’agupuy chupekuéra, ndoroikuaai mba’e vakúnapa ohota mekanismo rupí. Roikuua porást roikotevèha pirapire rói potaro oñéguahë ne’e.”
Maryn McKenna – Upéicharó mb’a’e ikatu ojejapo hetave haguá vakúna, o’ñe haguá umi tetánguera sa’ive ipirapireva. Mba’éricha ikatu ojejapo umi tetánguera iviruvéva oikuua haguá ou porátha chupeekuéra ohupytykáro umi vakúna hembyva.

Susan Brown – Che amba’apo politika ramo, nda ha’ei kuaaha’áhára. Che rekove pukukue amba’apo peicha, achehakuua mokói mb’a’e, nde ere haicha o’i ojagarrapava vakúna jejogua, o’i avei umi tetá omboguapýva héra kuatiare umi vakúna apoha ndive 3 sua ape, 10 sua amo, 5 sua amogotove ndoikuaai rupi mb’a’e vakúnapa o’i ra’êta, mb’a’e vakúnapa osêta tapépe.

Susan Brown – Peicha tuichaiterei tekoavy ojehecha vakúna ojejahu rirë, umi jasy ŋépyrümé, ivai añëte. Ipóráva ojehechava’ekue, mb’a’éricha tapichakuéra tapere osé ojopy tekuâänguerape “ore kueráima roime haguère ŋémbotyypýpe, moó oíme vakúna, o’ñeikotevé”. Tekuá oñangarekova’erá hetânguérare, avei ojejerure chupeekuéra to’i tekojoa arapýre. Avei ahecha mb’a’e che mbo py’a rorýva pe ŋépytvó o’ña arapy tuichakue.

Susan Brown – Peicha jagureko a mokói mb’a’e ohechaukáva tetá ŋomogenta. Jahecha avei ŋépytvó rupi oñe mbyaty 7 su sua dolares, sapy’aitêpe ojejogua haguá vakúna umi tetá imboryahúva pepguar a. Ojezuerekoko 190 tetá pe mekanismo COVAX rupi. Tuicha oñehenonde’a umi ŋomogenta rupi, heta ŋépytvó umi foro multilateral rupi. Ŋomogenta ougahë jója haguá vakúna opav avépe, ojejurureva’erá tekuâänguerame tomombe’u mb’a’epa ojejapo. Tuicha añëte ŋépyty vó, ekapa’e peicha jaiko ŋañehe há’ñasë jója ko mb’a’asy gui, jajeroiva ojuehe. Rojerioiva oj uhehe upéicha rupi roguahë mombyry COVAX re, ha avei ronëmenasy rohecháo mba’ëch a ndaiptori tekojoa.

Susan Brown- Momaranduharákuéra ikatúva ojapo, henduharape he’i kuaa tojerure tekuâänguerame tomombe’u mba’epa oiko upe pirapire gui. Oïva’erá ŋomogenta tekojojape.

Maryn McKenna- Ary ŋépyrümé heta o’i he’íva, umi tapicha kuaaha’áhára aplepekuerá- tuicha tekoavy o’i rupi vakúna ŋemosarambime, umi tetá imboryahhua yró umi sa’i ipirapireva ikatutaha ohupyt vakúna amo 2022 pe yró 2023pe. Aikuaaseterei Araka’e pa ere ŋañevakúnamabataha. Mbo’ýpa oha’arova’erá gueteri umi tetánguera.


Susan Brown – Amombe’uta ha katu ndaikuuaai oñ porápa- Oimene ohasa 40 ára rupi, peteì tetá iviruvéva ohupyty ŋépyrú roguare vakúna ha peteì tetá imboryahúva. Ha 60 ára rupi ro moçuahë Ghana pe, jahechava’erá ndaikuaporái.

ojeuguerek vakúña, ha romba’apo upevará, rońeha’á tesái isarambi yvy a pie tékojóape. Ñahenonde’ava’erá mba’asy péicha opytaró peteí hendápe, endémika, oïta variante oímavoi ningo ha fase I orekóva pe vakuna ikangy umi variante renondépe, oñeikotevëta hetave, mba’asy oï oparupi.


[00:21:52][00:20:06] Maryn McKenna - Aporandúta ndéve ipahápe, reikuaahaicha aye oí heta momaranandhára oiko yró omba’apo umi tetá opú’áva pe – mba’épa ikatu ha’eukuéra oporandu oguahévé vakána hetáme téra oñieha’á jave omo guahé vakána.


[00:24:14][00:22:20] Susan Brown – Heta ára jahasa, ñahendu maranduñ téra marandu vai ojereva vakúnare, heta mba’e rejmo’áyva, tapichakúera ojepy’apýva ha avey tapichakúera anaguirirente he’iva, avey Momaranandhárakuéra ojapokuua heta mba’e, omonmbé’uvo hekopete pe mba’epa oikóta, to hesa pe’a opavavépe, tomombe’u mba’ëicha omba’apo kuuahe ñáhára, tapichakúera ojerovia penderehe. Pe’a nde’isei oje’eahaicha pe’éme pe mombe’utaha, katuete pembohasata marandu ñeikumby ríre.

[00:25:21][00:22:51] Susan Brown – Oí tapicha omba’apóva ha upe’a tuicha mba’e ... Jaiikuaháicha opavave ojehesarekóta mba’ëpa oiko ha mba’é ojapo umi terakuá ñembosarái ha arandukuaa, avey oíi tapichakúera umi tasyo, téra rekuáí tesáírë, atykuéra omba’apóva tapichakúera ndive ára ha pyhare. Íporá oñemombé’u hembiasakuéra omba’apo aja ohasa peve ko pandemia.


Ñaimeta en línea. Eñangarekóke nde jehe.
Module 2: Interview with Susan Brown

[00:00:09] Hello, and welcome to another video segment in our unfolding MOOC, Covering COVID-19 Vaccines: What Journalists Need to Know. This week, we're talking about vaccination logistics and vaccine equity. And I'm Maryn McKenna, your chief instructor. I'm here today with Susan Brown, director of public policy engagement for the organization Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance. Ms. Brown, thank you so much for joining this course. I'm sure our participants appreciate it very much. We know you're busy.

[00:00:42] It's a pleasure. I'm very happy to be here.

[00:00:45] So, let's start right away. I think it would be helpful if our participants could hear a little bit first about what Gavi is and what Gavi did before the pandemic began.

[00:00:56] Yes. So, Gavi is an organization that's about 20 years old. It was actually birthed at the World Economic Forum, and the purpose of Gavi was about vaccine equity. So its premise was that children in the developed world, in high income countries had access to a range of vaccines that would increase life expectancy, give good quality of life and so on.

[00:01:25] In developing countries, the picture was vastly different. So children would get, maybe, some of the very early vaccines, maybe it was a very patchy, governments would not necessarily have supply, would not necessarily have a standard schedule, would not necessarily be able to afford the vaccines. So, when Gavi came together, it was to work with donor governments to collect funds, and then to pool the aggregate need for vaccines in developing countries.

[00:02:01] So we could go to different countries and say, how much DTP would you like? You know, how much in terms of measles, how many in terms of rotavirus or pneumococcal vaccines?

[00:02:15] We could pull that demand. And that gave us a very powerful negotiating space with manufacturers, because we could go and buy doses in the many millions. Now we have and we work -- it's an alliance. It's a public private partnership, so we work with WHO, we work with UNICEF, with the World Bank, we work with the Milenda Gates Foundation. We work with donor governments and we work with a set of implementing countries. And until a year ago, until COVID hit us all in our tracks, we were working with around 14 vaccines. So the normal childhood vaccines, plus vaccines for emergencies. Epidemics like cholera, yellow fever, we worked with stockpiles there where we help in cases of flood or disaster or outbreak.

[00:03:12] And, we were also working with HPV for young women. When COVID came along, that was a different story, and during our first 20 years, we set up a way of working and we were able to leverage that way of working, because we could go to manufacturers and front load the demand and say we would like to buy X. It could help not only buy a large amount of vaccines for a small price, and the differential in prices is phenomenal, but it meant that manufacturers had the certainty to scale up and produce the vaccine in very large quantities because they had certainty of sale.
[00:04:01] When COVAX came, we were in a different situation. A vaccine didn't exist. And so we were working for the first six months or so frantically to set a system in place for when a vaccine did exist. We were betting that we could make a vaccine somewhere in the world, there would be at least one. We were hoping that there would be many, but we could go to manufacturers and say, when you do have vaccines, we would like to negotiate deals with you for purchase. If you hit the regulatory bar, we would like to get a deal together in advance.

[00:04:43] So let's back up a little bit. The COVAX - first, COVAX is an acronym, right? So we should probably explain that. And then COVAX is not only Gavi, so maybe you could explain a bit how it came together.

[00:04:57] I might, if I may, talk about the reason why it came together. And the reason why it came together was we had seen in previous pandemics, when a vaccine was needed, a new disease was out, because vaccines are largely manufactured in developed countries, there was a tendency for those countries to want to look after their own domestic populations.

[00:05:23] And so what that meant was as a reserve of vaccines was ramping up, the supply was taken out for local populations or for those who could pay the most for it or pay a substantial amount for it. Our fear, and I actually remember having that discussion with one of my colleagues, that today marks one year since we were all sent home for a couple of days and we're still here. But I remember having this discussion with one of my colleagues when it hit that said, if we don't do something, the supply's going to go to the developed countries, there won't be anything for developing countries. So even if we had all the money in the world, we wouldn't actually be able to buy the vaccines.

[00:06:11] So we wanted to set up a system in place and a patent for vaccine equity to make sure that we could forward by contracts and assure supply for low income countries. We work together with them, with WHO and with CEPI, which is the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness. Each of us brought a different specialty to the role. CEPI works with vaccine research and development and manufacturers, so it's very, very early on in the vaccine line, it actually started working immediately with around a dozen vaccines to find ways to support the rapid development and testing of those vaccines, because they had to go through phase I, phase II, phase III and then into the regulatory process.

[00:07:10] What we do at Gavi is, we find the money, and we work with them, the donor governments. We had to find the money, estimate the need, and that was pretty tricky. We had to sort of say, OK, well, we at least need to deal with the initial critical urgency in the pandemic. And that's health care workers and those with vulnerabilities like age and comorbidity. We worked with an international committee called SAGE to estimate that looked like in terms of population, it's around 20%. And then we added up the countries, the low income countries that was a World Bank bar. So, everything low and middle income and low income, that came to 92 countries and economies.

[00:07:59] So, if you take around 20% of all of those countries, it equals X billion, and so therefore, if we think it's going to be a two dose regime, we need about two billion doses. If we think the cost will be about this much, we think we'll need about six billion dollars. And so then we went to the donors and to the countries and there in started almost a dance, going back and forth between the governments to say, if we got COVID vaccines for you, would you like it, and how much? For how much of your population, what percentage? We
think we can go to about 20%, but it's up to you if you want in and how much you want covered.

[00:08:43] And to go to the donors to say, we think it looks like we'll need about this much and to go to the manufacturers and say if we can get a contract for this many doses, how could we work on this in terms of supply? And then, so that was our piece, and then to actually deliver the vaccines, that's mostly UNICEF and PAHO, which is the WHO version in the Americas. And then WHO itself has a huge role in this around vaccine policy, vaccine regulation. A lot of the estimates and the thinking behind how vaccines would have a rolling regulatory process and so on.

[00:09:33] So, it was an incredible partnership or it still is. A lot of us know each other very well now because, we work together 16 hours a day where regularly, it was completely the international daily cycle of work around the world, working with scientists, working with governments who would need the vaccines, with civil society, with pharmaceutical manufacturers, with vaccine developers, with donors to fund it. Just yeah, it's been a phenomenal exercise in collaboration and speed. Nothing like it has been done before. At the beginning, we didn't know if we'd have a vaccine. Today, I think, the fourth one was was given its regulatory process. So, you know, WHO is slowly getting there.

[00:10:32] So, we're a year into the pandemic, into the WHO's declaration of a pandemic, and you're just about a year into COVAX. How has this gone? What does the task of getting vaccine to the lower income nations of the world look like now?

[00:10:50] Yeah. I think, you know, I keep thinking it's like a Mandelbrot set or like fractals, you know, every piece you look at, if you drill down, it's the same amount of complexity and then you drill down again, it's the same amount of complexity. So, every piece of the thinking of the design, of the facility, how we would work together, what would be needed in order to do the estimations, the contract management, the financial management, the indemnity and liability, the no-fault compensation, organizing free vaccines, working with every individual government.

[00:11:35] I'll give you one example of complexity. We needed to have expressions of interest as a formal letter, then a signed commitment letter in order to guarantee the funds, in order to go to the manufacturers. Because there's two parts to the COVAX facility. One is the ANC countries, that is, the low and lower middle income countries. They get the vaccine for free, and that's a donor amount into a pool and so on.

[00:12:09] But in order to get the purchasing power and in order to try to set up something for a global solidarity course, for the first time, we allowed self-financing countries, that is the higher income countries, so that middle income countries, to buy their vaccines through the COVAX facility. That gave them an insurance, because they didn't know which vaccines would come through either. And so we knew we needed those funds in order to get the good deals.

[00:12:43] So, we were having to negotiate with countries to receive funding. There were some countries that said we can't do a purchase order with our government or something that doesn't exist. That is, there were countries that had to change laws in order to be able to sign a document by the finance minister or the health minister to express their commitment, guarantee their funds, organize their doses through us, so that we could have the funds all pulled together to go to the manufacturers, the deal making.
So, how has it been? You know, it's been...really gratifying, very collaborative, very difficult. It's certainly the most complex thing that many of us have ever worked on. It's seat of the pants stuff. We still don't have enough supply for the amount of people that we'd like to get to.

We think that we are getting there and we're on target. But, you know, there's so much complexity. We don't give vaccines until I have been through a stringent regulatory authority.

So, it's meant that we are a little bit more vulnerable to the market if doses go off to high income countries who either pay more, or put export controls down to try to satisfy their domestic populations first.

I mean, it's exposed a lot of issues in relation to equity.Hopefully, it's exposed them in such a way that we can learn from this and the world can be a little more fairly organized. So, we're still on the journey. It's been quite a ride and we've got a lot more work to do.

So, I should say, for the the audience, I think they know this intuitively, but we are speaking in the second week of March.

In the past couple of weeks, there have been a number of public statements in medical journals and in newspapers and so forth, really calling out the high income nations of the world for the amount of vaccine that they still have under contract directly. And concerns that those numbers both will more than cover the populations of those countries and also that those numbers are keeping vaccine from flowing to the developing world.

So, what needs to be done at this point to increase the availability of vaccine for lower income countries? And how can higher income countries be convinced that it's in their interest to do this?

I mean, I work on the political side of things, I'm not a scientist. I've spent my life working on political and policy negotiations. I really see two very interesting phenomena here. One is, as you say, there has been what's called vaccine hoarding. Or some countries have gone in and done contracts with a number of manufacturers, three million here and 10 million there, and five million there, because they don't know which vaccines will be regulated and how fast those vaccines will go through.

And so, there has been, this incredible inequity in the first few months of the vaccine rollout. So, that's on the bad side. On the good side, that's the kind of me first. And you can say we've seen people on the street saying to their governments, we're fed up with lockdown. Where are the vaccines? We need them in a hurry.

So, governments obviously want to look after their own domestic populations and they have an obligation to do so. At the same time, we're asking governments to be fair here. We've got to do this as a a global movement together. On the other side, I've seen a phenomenal sign up and interest in a global solidarity movement.

So, we're getting these two faces of diplomacy happening around vaccines. On the global solidarity side, seven billion dollars has been raised, in a very short period of time, for funding of vaccines for low income countries.
We have hundred and ninety participants in the COVAX facility, so that countries and economies. We've seen a huge move towards discussions and solidarity resolutions in some of the multilateral fora. Sort of talking about vaccine equity and so on. I mean, we have to all hold the governments to account for that.

But there has been one big push towards solidarity: looking at this together, investing in it together and trusting each other. I mean, you know, we've really all had to trust each other to get this far with COVAX. And then on the other side, the frustration about the inequity of supply.

I mean, I think that this is something journalists can do, so your audience can do in terms of thinking of accountability for governments and thinking about equity and thinking about fairness.

So, at the beginning of this year, there were several predictions made by intelligence units and research groups that because of predicted inequity in vaccine distribution, lower income countries might not get their vaccines until next year, 2022 or even into 2023. And I'm curious what you think about when the world will reach as close as we can get to fully vaccinated status. How long will some of these countries have to wait?

My God, I wish I had a crystal ball. We don't even know how long we'll have to wait. I'm in Switzerland, you know, it'll be months before my population cohort and my children or my young adult sons and my husband get it as well. So, we don't know because we haven't done this before. We're in a new situation.

I will say that it was it was a matter - I would have to check - but, something like 40 days difference between the first high income country rolling out a vaccine and the first low middle income country rolling out the vaccine. And I think 60 days until we got -- I'd have to check but something like that -- to Ghana.

But you know, I'm tearing up now thinking about this. But when the first vaccines landed in Ghana. I didn't think it would get to me again like this, but, you know, I just burst into tears and I know many of my colleagues did as well, because to actually be able to work together and pull off, going from nothing to a vaccine, to manufacture, to supply, to getting it in the country to the health centers, is why we set this up.

And it's working now. It's working now. It's more than a dozen countries have vaccines. In the next few weeks, it'll be dozens more. We would like supply to be much higher and we will keep working to make it higher. I think we do have to think in terms of global health security.

On the equity perspective, I would like to make the point that it's not just a moral issue. It is also a global health security issue. Because, if the disease becomes endemic and there are variants, which we've seen that start, and the first phase of vaccines aren't as useful with those variants, we will need more and it will just keep circulating.

We've seen the cost of this, in terms of the social cost, the huge number of deaths and families disrupted and devastated. We've seen the economic cost, trillions of dollars.

The lockdown's, the enormous uncertainty, the businesses that are closing because they just can't keep the cash flow going anymore. So, there's a reason that high
income countries really need to work together to make sure there's food distribution here. There's an economic reason as well as a moral and a rights argument.

[00:21:52] Let me ask you finally, many of the journalists who are taking this course work in developing economy nations.

[00:22:00] What's your advice to them for what questions they should be asking as vaccines arrive in their countries or as their countries strive to make vaccines arrive?

[00:22:10] I mean, I think this is a really interesting question, and it's about the role of journalists and journalists have so many roles. You know, one of the roles is around information. You know, what's happening, where it's happening and so on. Another one is around accountability. Another one might be digging into the dark corners and pointing out where there's some issues, making information, communicated and palatable and easy to understand. So, I think journalists have many opportunities with this.

[00:22:49] I would say there's a few things to tackle here. One is communities, particularly those in the rural poor, very dense urban poor areas, people in fragile context that might be refugee camps or conflict affected areas. It would be good to shine a light to make sure that those communities are part of the national vaccine action plans. So, that indeed they face a national plan needs to involve populations of concern.

[00:23:30] But if it involves some people in the country and not others, because perhaps they don't have citizenship, or perhaps they're pushed away for various reasons, I think it would be good to shine a light on those communities and the rights and obligations to provide health services to them. I think journalists have a role in terms of the accountability piece for the vaccine rollout, how it happens.

[00:24:01] Are there problems with the rollout that if journalists write a story on that governments might see and pay attention to that and they may smooth out some issues? I think also in the days of vaccine hesitancy, with some really dreadful misinformation sent around, and sometimes in local languages, for whatever reason, whether it's people genuinely concerned or whether it's people kind of stirring things up for their own purposes.

[00:24:38] I think journalists could have a role there, as far as the fourth estate or arbiters of truth, and truth and essence to actually present the facts and to show how science works. How this journey has worked. I think there's a trust building role there.

[00:24:58] That doesn't mean that journalists should just swallow everything given to them. Obviously, they need their own way of scrutiny and understanding and justifying for themselves. But I think there is a role there in terms of information and in terms of trust building, that journalists could jump in on as well. I think that there are individuals involved in this and it's worth... You know, we get so much attention on celebrity culture or sport culture.

[00:25:31] But there are some individuals in community health centers, in governments, in organizations working on this, who've been working night and day with incredible, fierce motivation to do something for this. And I think it's worth shining a light on people and telling their stories as they work together to try to overcome the pandemic as well.

[00:26:00] That was fantastic advice. Thank you so much and thank you for this incredibly informative conversation. Susan Brown, director of Public Policy Engagement for GAVI,
the Vaccine Alliance. Thank you, for joining our course. And thanks to all of you for watching this. We appreciate your continued attention to these asynchronous videos.

[00:26:18] There are more coming. Please keep watching. We'll see you online. Stay safe.